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EXECUTTVT SU}fÙfAR}.

This study'examines options for maintaining fish passage over the Mararoa weir'

The weir hæ the potential to control the upstream distribution of several species of

native and introduced fish. It is generally conceded that fîsh passage must be

ce, highly effective f,rsh

sation flow donn the
pass and the

compensation fl ow structures'

Siltation and the deposition of gravel, exacerbated by diversion of the Ma¡a¡oa River

directly'toward the òontrol gates- existing fish

pass. besiltation and maintenan encased

àesign. The interior is essentialll ogistics

invo'Íved with keeping this fish pæs worki e under

present day economic realities.

Most fish migrate up to the weir after a fresh, attracted by the volume of spilled

watef. Fish numb.r, buit¿ up below the weir when the gates finally close' Public

concern over the fate of the tiout and elvers which can be seen below the $'eir

det¡acts from the image of ECNZ as a good corporate citizen. Pæt tagging studies

indicated that brown irout did not migrâe through the fish pæs. Rainbor¡ trout did

use the fish pass. An examination of size-frequencies and ages of eels above the

Mararoa Weir indicated that recruitment ¡f these migratory fishes had been reduced

since the weir was built. Eels still remain com.mon above the weir, these long-lived

fishes are well adapted to maintain populations in habitats where access ma1'only be

possible at intervais. But without an effective fishpass eels will eventualll'become

greatly reduced in numbers in the upper catchment'

An effective fish pass structure faces the following constraints: It has to be built

within a reasonable cost envelope and must conform to existing Structures and their

operation. Water velocities witirin the fish pass have to be low enough to allow elvers

and other small native fishes upstream. 1.nè nsir pass must be deep and rT'ide enough

to allow adult trout to swim upst¡eam. The entrance of the fish pass must be located

at or immediatel-v- below a point where a barrier to further upstream movement for

fish is present. This banier must remain an effective barrier over a wide range of

flows.

There appear to be at least six options to allow fish passage across the Mararoa weir:

1. Modif, the downstream wing wall on the true rÍght bank of theïeir to prevent

buildup of gravels in this t.u. Ò1.* out the existing fishpæs' lengthen and raise the

intake to reduce the ingress of silt, add more baffles, floor roughening and $'iden the

entrance area. These modifications could ensure eel and lamprey passage and may

allow brown trout to make an eæier passage'

2. Construct a wider, lower gradient fish pass from the head of the existing fishpass,

out through the side of the wèir and along the rocku'all to the area where the existing



fish pass used to discharge. This fish pass could be a Denil type fish pass or it could

be an "artificial-natural" stream type, using cobbles imbedded into the bonom of the

channel to brake water-flows and thus allow small fish to move upsüeam. or a

combination of the two. This new exposed frsh pass would be more accessible and

therefore easier to maintain. It must allow adult trout plus a range of native fÏshes

and small trout to move upstream. Denil fishu'ays are a design rr"hich functions

effectivel,v over a wide range of flows.

3. Direct the compensation flow over the left bank of the overflow weir adjacent to

the right bank abutment of the control gate structure. This flow would then be

diverted a¡ound the tip of this structure to discharge into the lower end of the stilling
basin pool. Fish attracted by this flow would enter a Denil-type frsh pass built to

zigzagup the right banli abutment to intersect u'ith the resting-chamber of the

existing frsh pass.

4. Direct the compensation flow over the overflow weir on the right banli side.

Abstraction of compensation water from this side of the weir would avoid the silt and

gravel problems associated with the Mara¡oa River side. This compensation flow
structure could also act as a water deflector to protect a Denil-qvpe fish pass built up

the side of the overflow weir. At low river levels, fish would sr"'im in the

compensarion flow up the channel formed b1' the hydraulic jump, to the base of the

compensation flow discharge. At this point they would encounter the fish pass

entrance and could continue upstream. Diversion of the compensation flou' a¡ound

the tip of the ri_eht bank abutment of the control gate structure would alloq.fish to
move up to the fish pass from the stilling basin pool, at all river levels.

5. Construct a dedicated channel on the true right banic of the Waiau Rir-er to take

the full compensation flow over the weir. Use a velociry barrier (effective at flood
flows?), below the bridge and divert frsh up the channel at all times. it is considered

that a compensation flow structure that can cope with the varying water levels above

the weir and still allow fish passage, will have to be both complex and expensive.

6. Spills ûom the Mararoa weir are quite ûequent. On average. water is spilled for
35% of the time. Sixtv-six percent of the spills involve volumes less tha¡ 10 m3isec.

Reports on frsh movements supports the concept of targeting fish passage after flood
events. Observation of flows beneath the control gates at Ma¡aroa Weir. on the

recession phæe of a flood, showed there was then a clear space beneath the bottom of
the gates and the water. The level diffe¡ential berween the upstream and downstream

$'ater surfaces was not great and it was considered that at such times, mature trout
should be able to swim through the weir. If most trout migration is on the recession

phase of a flood, then it may be possible to manipulate gate settings so that fish can

get past the weir at these times. Water level differentials are of course much less. At
the recession phase of a flood, a dirry Mararoa River may be left to flo"¡' down the

Waiau for quite lenghy periods.
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FIGURES

Fig 1. Borda orifice pass,

showing baffie design and water flow patterns.

Fig2z Fish pass enûance (left) at Mararoa'Weir
showing the accumulation of gravels.
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Fig 3. Size frequencl.of longfinned eels (Anguilla dieffenbach¡¡t 9

caught immediately below Mararoa Weir (2611194)-

Fig 4. Ages of elvers caught below Mararoa Weir. 9

Fig 5. Smoothed size frequency (3 point moving average) l0
of a sample of 102 eels caught in the Waiau River catchment

above Mararoa Weir (solid) compared with the smoothed size

frequency of a sample of 202 eels caught from the lower \\'aiau River.

Fig 6. Age distribution of Lon-rfinned eels caught from above 10

and below Mara¡oa Weir and from Deep Cove.

Fig 7. Age distribution of shorfinned eels caught from above l1
and below Mararoa V/eir.

Fig 8. Comparison of age distribution of Longfinned eels

caught from the Ma¡aroa River side of the weir
and from the Manapouri side.

Fig 9. Alternative fish pass configuration for the Ma¡a¡oa V/eir

Control Strucrure. Repair existing fish pass, install flume to

bring existing entrance close to the compensation flow.

Fig 10. Alternative fish pæs configuration for the Mararoa Weir

Conuol Strucure. Denil fish pass attached to right-hand stilling basin

abutment, u'ith entrance close to compensation flow discharge.

Fig 11. Baffle layout for a Denil Fishpass. 17

Fig 12. Alternative frsh pæs configuration for the Mararoa \&ei¡ - 19

Control Structure. Denil fish pass br¡ilt to intercept the

hydraulic jump channel and using the existing exit to the iìsh pass.

Fig 13. Altemative fish pæs configuration for the Mara¡oa Wei¡ 2l
Control Structure. Denil fish pass set on 100 slope up the side

of the overflo*'weir. Compensation flow is adjacent to fish pass.
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Fig f4. Alternative fish pass configuration for the Mararoa Weir 22

Control Stn¡cture. Combined compensation flow channel

and "natural-anifrcial" fish pass
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INTRODUCTION

Wh-v- is a fish pæs needed at the Mararoa Weir ?'

It rvæ accepted by the engineers designing this structure that a frsh pass was to be an

and

Atlantic Salmon that spawned in the Ìvfarar

The design was chosen on the recommendation of Mr R. Little of the Ministry of

egdcutr;re and Fisheries. Successful fish passes a¡e few and fa¡ between in New

zealandand there were feu' local precedenis. This desig was developed in canada

b,v the Quebec Department of Touìism, 1966)'

Discussions with overseas fish pass exp any other

of this design have been built eisewhere in dis' pers

comm.).

Despite this lack of populariry , the Borda Orifice proved a good design' Velocities

within the frsh p^tt *.t. lowenough to allow small native fishes such as smelt and

bullies through the pass (Fietd Dodgson 1981). The functional parts of the fish pæs

are a series of 16 bórda orifices (Fit 1). There is a head loss of between 200-400 mm

beMeen each orifice owing to the resista¡ce it provides to the watef flow' Between

each orifrce the flow .*p*dt into chambers where fish can rest. The highest water

velocities are at the mouthpiece of each orifice (Aspden 1972) where fish encounter

velocities of 1.86 m/s (Jowett 1989). The fish pass required an average flow of l0

cusecs, an amount of iater then considered sufhcient to meet the enerry needs of

perhaps 6000 people (Field-Dodgson 1977)'

Fig l. shows the basic principles of the borda orifrce desig and the patterns of water

flow which develop. etthough the frsh pass appalentl.v functioned well, allowing

even weak swimmers such as bullies, smelt, lampreys and elvers upstream' it was

considered that brown trout appeared to find lvater velocities excessive at the

enrrance (S. Sutherland pers óomm.). On the other hand, Jowett (1989) thought the

water velòcþ of 0.12 m/s through ihe entrance was too low (?) to provide suff,rcient

afifaction foifistr. Rainbo'*,trout used the fîsh pass and wele recaptured well

upstream. Brown trout always seemed to be the species for which the fish pass

pi.r.nt.d the greatest diffrcultv (Field Dodgson 1981)'

One pass at this site was the requirement

that At high water levels parts of the fish

passythewholestructurehasbeenencæed
with has made the fish pass impracticable'

Maintenance is virtually impossible as the interio¡ of the fish pæs is almost

inaccessible.

,_]
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Í'ig L Borda orlflce pass, showlng baflle design and water flow patterns.
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The manual for operation of the frshpass (M.L.C. fishpass operation. ECNZ files),

discusses cleaning the fish Pass;

"4.1 Cleaning of the fish Pass

Most of the silt and some floating debris will collect in the silt trap. This should be

flushed out by the removal of the cover plates on the silt trap. (the downstream

channel will have to be pumped out [!] to do this)".

This hopeful approach is encountered again in;

"4.3 Upstream approach

Check ihe silt level and determine if any extensive silt removal is required to ensure

the continued operation of the fishpass. Silt removal could [m.v underlining] be

achieved b.v a number bf methods apart from mechanical means. One pgssibilit-v lmy
underlining] is to jet the silt during the shutdown period while opening the fishpass

gate and aúôwing:flow along the approach pipe into the silt chamber and out into the

stilling basin.

4.4 Downstream channel and fish entrance chamber

Clean out silt ûom the fish entrance chamber. Check the bypass pipe exit'

The downstream channel ma-v need some maintenance"[!]-[at present this channel no

longer exists at all, being buried beneath an accumulation of gravels].

The reality of course was that the amount of silt coming down the Mararoa River n'as

always sufflrcient to badly obstruct flows down the fish pass (S. Sutherland pers

comm.). This problem with frne silt was present even before diversion of the

Mararoa River. Then, when the Mara¡oa River wæ diverted directly ton'ard the

radial gates of the control structure, large quantities of river shingle be-ean to arrive on

every ñood. The bed load of the Mararoa River is now passed through the control

,t^ðtur.. Shingle swept into the stilling basin in front of the gates blocked up the

entrance to the fish pass and cove¡ed the downstream channel. Va¡ious attempts were

made to modifi watèr flows around the entrance but the problem of shingle buildup

has continued io the extent that only a weali flovt'now issues from the fish pass (Fig

2). It is considered that the fish pass interior is probably almost totall,"" clogged with

silt (S. Sutherland Pers comm.).

This structure \il¿ts desiged in the halcyon days when financial management was less

of a pressing problem and when staffnumbers were far higher. Nowada-vs the facts

are t|at maintenance costs of keeping the fish pass in operation in its present form a¡e

likely to greatly exceed what any reasonable person would consider worthwhile.

Although the fish pass was originally intended to allow rainbow Íout upsüeam, the

target species for fish passage over the Mararoa Weir at present appeaf to be brown

troit anO juvenile eels (elvers). Pæsage for lampreys also needs to be considered.

I
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Ftg 2: Fish pass entrance (eft) at rlfararoa Weir. Discharge lnto the stilling basin

from wingwall is from a broken window in the fish pass" Note gravel

deposition in the fish pass entrance area
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Elvers migrate upstream from the sea to find living places in the upper \Ä''aiau

Catchmeni. Lampre,vs seek spawning sites in small tributaries upsueam of the weir.

All other fish in the upper catchment (including brown and rainborr trout), appcar

capable of forming landlocked populations, passage to and from the lou'er river or to

the sea is not obligatory. However trout from the lol¡'er Waiau river formerly

migrated upsteam to rhe Mararoa and Whitestone Rivers to spa!\'rl 1M. Rodwa.r.-pers

comm.).

The fish pass was trapped over 1978, 1979 and 1980. A quite remarkable trap was

prefabricated and built l'ithin the frsh pass by NZED engineers. Six species of fish,

ianging from bullies to adult brown trout were caught in the trap. Tagging both

rainbow and bro'*n trout in the trap produced the disquieting information that all

later recaptures of broux trout were caught from the Waiau River belou'the trap

(Field Dodgson 1981). On the other hand, tagged rainbow trout were caught well up

the Mararoa River.

There is evidence from other studies that brown trout within a river s-Ystem can easily

become sectioned into a series of populations by hydroelectriciÍ" development,

despite installation of fish passes (Linløkken 1993). ln that studf it wæ estimated

thai less tha¡2o/o of the estimated stock of brown trout had used the fish passes

provided. Lonnebjerg (1990) reported on a fish pass in Denmark successfully used

ù1.'u r4g. of weak su'imming fish. that brown trout failed to use, apparently simpl.v

because of poor entrance siting.

Brown trout stocks in the Waiau river have evidently adjusted to construction of the

weir. They are certainl]'common in the lower river and lagoon (C. \litchell pers

obs). Recênt fisheries investi-sation in the lower Waiau River catchment have shoun

that brown Íout ûry and fingerlings can be very abundant in some areas. particularll'

the Orauea catchment (Mitchell & Davis-Te Maire 1994). Field-Dodgson(I981)

reported that brown trout were observed spawning below the u'eir. If the frsh pass

was reinstated, would they in fact use it ?. Tilzey (197'7) showed that brown trout

were very accurate at homing back to the same tributary streams in u'hich they had

spawnedpreviously. Brown trout stocks can be complex. Skaala (1989) showed that

there was comparativell'little gene flow even between seagoing and river resident

stocks within the same river system.

It has to be accepted that, despite the best intentions, brown Íout ma)'not use any

fish pass structure that may be provided for them. The risk of failure with this

versatile and adaptable species appears to be particularly high.



TIETHODS

Discussions qere held with M. Rodway, Manager of the Southland Fish and Game

Council. He conveyed the concerns of the Council about the weir structure and the

performance of the frsh Pass.

Files that dealt with the original decisions to build the fish p¿tss were examined.

Some of the original plans still available were studied. A range of reports and

publications deiing with the fish pass were read. The concepts involved with

ieinstating frsh pæiage were discussed with EC\íZ staff and an impression was

gained on the likely' actions of ECNZ.

Mr S. Sutherland, Field Offrcer of the Southland Fish and Game Council opened up

the fish trap facilit-r'of the fish pass, He also provided information on his experience

of monitoring the traP.

The fish pass 1v¿rs inspected on four occasions. in Ma¡ch 1993 when the weir gates

were fully closed and over a series of visits in February' 1994. when the Mararoa

River wæ in flood. At this time the radial gates were fully opened and large volumes

of highly discoloured water u'ere flowing doun the Waiau River. Fine mesh fuke nets

(3 mm. mesh) were set overnight below the fish pass entrance. Others were set

upr,r.u* of the weir and left overnight. Concrete faces of the weir structure close to

*lu,.r level, downstream of the radial -sates, 
were inspected at night b}' using 55 watt

handheld spotlights.

Otoliths from a sample of 158 longfinned eels ¡.lnguilla dieflenbachii) and22

shortfinned eels (Aiguilla australls) caught from known locations throughout the

S;aiau River Catchment were used to compare both minimum ages and the age

stn¡cture of eel populations above and below the weir'

Otoliths were dissected from larger eels after the spinal cord had been severed and the

muscles had ¡elaxed. Dissection of otoliths from elvers wæ done under a binocular

microscope using heads preserved in isopropli alcohol. After a period of drying, all

otoliths were b¡oken in rwo and the broken face ground smooth using wetted 120 grit

carborundum paper. Otoliths were then burned for approx 50 seconds to enhance the

banding ron., and then embedded, ground face down in clear siiicone adhesive, on

microsðope slides. Viewing through the slide. contrasting light and dark zones were

then counted across the otoliths at i00x magnification.

it proved impossible to handle elver otoliths in this fashion. \ilorking under a

binocula¡ microscope. otoliths were broken underwater by pressure with a scalpel

blade and after burning, embedded broken surface exposed, in silicone adhesive.

These very small otoliths were then covered r¡'ith a light vegetable oil to enhance the

contrast between dark and light zones.

For all otoliths, the number of light, wide zones u.ere then æsumed to represent

summers. Readings were made along as man)'strips across the otolith where the

banding zones could be resolved. The total counts possible for all otolith

6



preparations from an individual fish were then summed. The mean of this figure was

defined as the age estimate.

RESfILTS

\\rhen first visited in 1,513193. there was no sign of any fish life anywhere, either

a¡ound the fish pass nor in the clear pool formed in the stilling basin. Nighttime
observations were made on24lll94. At this time the Mararoa River was in flood and

rhe control gates rùiere fully open. A large volume of turbulent and discoloured water

u,æ flowing downstream from the control gates. Small accumulations of elvers

atrempting to climb the furthermost downstream concrete walls of the stilling basin

were observed. These fish had managed to progress upstream throu-eh the rock rip-

rap lining the downstream margins of the river channel, onl,v to be blocked by ç'ater

velocities past the returns on the smooth concrete walls of the stilling basin.

Six frne mesh fyke nets (3mm. & 6mm. stretched mesh) were set overnight at the base

of the weir. A catch of 27 elvers and small eels þlus three large common bullies)
rvere taken at the site of the exit from the fish pæs, although the exit was buried by

large quantities of shingle. The only species of eel caught was Anguilla
diãffenbacåii, \'/hich was to be expected, considering the dominance of this species in

the upper Waiau system S4itchell & Davis-Te Maire 1994). Eels from 11-56 cm'

long were caught. Most were in the size range 11-21 cm. (Fig 3) and could be called

elvers. It was interesting that all these eels had empry guts. It could be expected that

the larger eels had been attracted into the nets to feed upon the smaller ones, but this
q,as not the case. This lack of feeding mal'be common for upstream migrating eels,

or perhaps it is a result of crou'ding below the weir and the general stress faced by

these eels. Perhaps they were concentrated ç'ithin an area that was inherently

unfavorable for eels to live in. Analysis of growth rates of eels from the Waiau River

found the growth rates of this sample to be the poorest in the catchment (lr4itchell &
Davis-Te Maire 1994).

Otolith aging of these eels sho'*'ed that the elvers ranged in age from 2 to 8 years'

Larger eels were from 15 to 28 years old (Fig a).

The size frequency of 305 eels caught from throughout the Waiau Catchment was

divided into the catch from above and belou'the weir (Fig 5). It can be seen that

there is a relative lack of smaller eels in the upper catchment. This lack of smaller

eels could be due either to the obstacle posed by the weir for upstrearn migrants over

the past 17 years, or perhaps to the time taken for eels to migrate long distances

upstre¿rm.

The age frequency of 76 longfrnned eels caught from the Waiau Catchment above the

u,eir was ploned (Fig 6). Onll' 5 of the eels appeared to be younger than the time the

weirrvas built (17 years). The youngest eelrvæ 14 years old. These 5 eels could

even be errors in otolith reading. underestimates of age are the most likely error with
this technique. But from this data only 7o/o of the population postdates the weir. In
contrast 43% of 77 longfinned eels aged from below the weir were 17 years or

!'ounger. This pattern of longfinned eel age gives little support to any assertions that
I
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the fish pæs has allo*ed significant numbers of this species into the upper Waiau

Catchment.

Surprisin,ely, no,voung eels were found among l8 eels caught from Deep Cove (Fig

6). Migrations of elvers should be expected at this new outlet from the upper

catchment. Onl-r,- one ni_eht was fished and so the fishing effort rvas limited. But this

result may also perhaps reflect the small amount of eel habitat available at the head of
the fiord. Old resident eels may be well entrenched, occupying all available territory.

A different impression of the impact of the fish pass was gained from an examination

of the age frequenc¡ of 6 shorfrnned eels (Anguilla australrs) aged from above and

17 ûom below the u'eir. Although fewer of this generally lowland species were

caught above the weir. their age frequency (7-29 years), was similar to the age

frequency belou'the n'eir (6-31) (Fig 7). There is no evidence for a reduction in

numbers of shorrfinned eels after 1976.

A further issue is the behavior of eels once thêy move over the s'eir. Do they

instinctively carry on up the Mararo4 ignoring the downstream route that leads to the

vast habitats of the lalies and the inland Waiau ?. Fig 8 shows the ages of eels caught

on the Mararoa side of the weir, including the Mavora Lakes, compared with the

"Manapouri" side of the catchment. There is no evidence that )'ounger longfinned

eels were confined to the Mararoa side. ln addition, shorffrnned eels caught from

Manapouri and the Balloon Loop area of the upper Waiau River n ere aged at 7 .I3
and 17 years.
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f¡g 5. Snoothed sizæ @uency (3 point nrotiog average) of a sample of 102 eels

caught ln the \ilaiau River catchment ¡bove Manrm Weir (solid)

compared wÍth the smoothed size fiequency of e sample of 202 eels caugbt

ûom the lower Watru Rfver. Note the pronounced skervtorvard sm¡ller
eels hom the lower riYer.

F¡g 6. Age diseibution of Longfinned eels csught from ebove ¡nd below MâÛoû
- 

Wefr ¡¡d flom Deep Cove. The llne marts the year of completlon of
IVf¡raroa Weir. Most of the population ¡bove the weir is older th¡¡ the

weir.'
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ßÍg7. Comparíson of age distibt¡tion of Longflnned ecls caugbt flom the
ll¿I¡raroe River side of the weir ¡nd from the l!{anapouri side. Note there b
llttle evidence for a disproporllonate conc¡ntation of younger eels on tùe
l¡Iar¡roe side.

I Below welr W) Above welr

Fig S- Age disHbution of shortfinned eels caught from rbove ¡nd below ltf¡raroa
IVelr. The llne marts the year of compleüon of lVf¡raroa \Melr. It appears

¡s if there h¡s been recmitment of sbortfinned eels over the welr since then
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DISCUSSION

one of the major aims underlf ing the demands for the first frsh pass was to allow the

f*rug. of rainbow trout. fnã tnin Southland Acclimatisation Society \Ä'as the prime

mover in getting a fish pass built""

,,The Southland Acclimatisation Society initiated the idea of having a f,rsh pass but

ts inception. The Societies aims were:

continuation of the normal sparvning run'

Manapouri system, it is the only well

th Island, and the major objections were

its severance from the Manapouri Lake system." (from Field-Dodgson 1977).

The results of trapping studies (Field-Dodgson 1981) showed clearly that rainbow

t¡out courd successtul'lv negotiate the nsh o^'Jl,îot'r;;îiï:Ïi,îî; t.lll*ri*
umbers of mature brown and rainbow

and the 207 juvenile brown trout caught

inbow trout. Lampreys were also found in

the trap. Considering the relatively coarse mesh size of the trap, the capture of even a

few bullies and smeliwæ reassuring. Most native fishes and elvers could be

expected to swim right through the trap m :shes without being caught'

Brown trout have now become the fish of greatest concern to the Southland Regional

Fish and Game Council. Signifrcant nu.nb.ts of mature brown trout can sometimes

be seen in the pool immediatell'below the weir. The opinion is that these are

up
pe

MI,
experienced anglers consider brown trout

The impact of the Ma¡aroa weir on the native fish populations of the upper waiau

Catchment remains a matter of concern. This point was mentioned by the National

Pa¡k Board at meetings with NZED in 1977 '

,,The National Pa¡k Boa¡d want to maintain a free way for the native species that aIe

present in the system, and they place emphasis on the native species"' (Field-Dodgson

r977).

The problem the Mara¡oa Weir can present to eels has been seen by other people at

first hand. Henderson (lggz)reported his observations of the wastage of migrating

elvers;

"3.2 An example of the effect of this diversion (the Mararoa Weir) was seen by me

and my familyin lg7gl80. We have spent some very enjoyable (and at times very

profrtabte¡ evênings over the holidays fishing in the weir area.

3.3 As we approached the weir this particular afternoon along the Blackmount Road

we could see huge flocks of gulls in itre vicinirv- of the weir' Most gull activity was
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centered_iust douîstream of the weir on the far (west) side in the a¡ea of the flood

spillwa¡'. The Waiau had been high for some time, perhaps a fortnight or more, but

nou,the *'eather had improved and Electricorp u'ere holding more water in

Manapouri u'hich meant the river level had dropped quickll"over the da1'' or two

preceding our visit.

3.4 The sight that met our e.ves as we walked across the weir wæ incredible. The

gulls were gorging themselves on young eels. Most of them were betrveen 100 and

ã00 *. long. They had been left behind in shallo'*'pools b.v the receding river.

They had swum up the Waiau from the sea and had been prevented from completing

their journe.v to the lalies b1'the weir. (the frsh ladder is ineffective.)

3.5 There were many hundreds and thousands of these little fish over an area of
perhaps t2 to 1 acres. I would estimate perhaps 10 to 20 tons in total and the gulls

irad bèen feæting on them for probably a day before we got there. The pools they

were in g'ere draining awa)' leaving them exposed to the sun and the gulls. In places

they were up to 400 mm deeP.

3.6 The events of that afternoon left a lasting impression on me and m1'family. The

\ilaste of those eels sh¡iveling in the sun unable to complete their journel'because of
man's interfe¡ence is something I *'ill never forget."

Over the period of time since the fish pass wæ built. and owing to the apparent lack

of action on the part of fi.{ZEDÆlectricorpÆhe Elecuiciry- Corporation of New

Zealandf. a considerable groundswell of local opinion against the weir hæ developed.

If something is done, then it has to work and it has to be æ cost-effective æ possible.

Even if oni! a compensation flow in the vicinit-r,'of l0 cumecs as recommended b1'

Jowett (1993) is returned to the river. then some alleviation of the more visible fish

passage problems should occur. For example, mass strandings of elvers will be

untitetvio happen and t¡out may be more inclined to move into and back out of the

stillin-s bæin.

From the vieupoint of the Fish Passage Regulations, æ administered by'DoC, ECNZ

must also consider the more difficult problem of providing effective frsh passage over

the weir.

There are a number of more or less obvious options for improving the present fish

p¿rss:

1. Extend the u,ingwall on the true right bank downstream, to prevent the buildup of
gravels in this area. Clean out the existing frshpæs, add more baffles, floor

ioughening and widen the cntrance area. These modifications could ensu¡e that eel

und lu¡¡pr.)- passage wæ reinstated and they may' allow brown trout to make an

easier passage To attract this species into the frsh pass an alternate entrance is

suggesìed. This would be built as an aluminium flume with internal baffles, anached

to th. stilling bæin wingwall and extending upstream to a fish collection point

dictated b1'florvs (Fig 9).

I
I
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The adr-antages of this option are that:

The cosr of modifuing the present fish pass are likel.v to be verl'much less than

complerell,building something new. The design appears to be inherently sound.

This fish pass hæ already been shown to allow both rainbo\4'trout and a range of
relatively'u'eali swimming native fishes upstream. The¡e are few other frsh passes in

New Zealand where this has occurred.

The enuance of the existing fish pass is close to a favorable site (although it would be

better if it u'ere shifted a short distance further upstream). Entrance siting is critical
for the success of fish passes. At any flow fish itill instinctivel.v move upstream to
the base of the control gates. An obvious route upstream must then be presented to
the fish. They'will not think about going back dorustream to find a fish pass

entrance sited some distance below this point of blockage. No matter how clever or

expensive the design, the fish pass will be a failure. It is at this point, where the fish
are prevenred from progressing any further upstream, that the frsh pæs entrance

should be provided.

Among the disadvantages of this option a¡e that the entrance structure. attached to the

wall of the stilling basin (Fig 9), would be vulnerable to damage or even to complete

loss during flood events. In addition there is a u'idespread opinion that the fish pass

is a failure. Really it is onll'wealiness in the ancillary design. and a lack of
forethought into the needs for continual maintenance of a relatively sophisticated in-
river structure that has caused the problems (combined with unforeseen changes

resulting ûom diversion of the Mara¡oa River).

Hower-er if the fish pæs is seen as essentially a public relations problem. then

remodeling of the existing Structure could be seen æ less than wholescale

commitrnent. If brown trout again refuse to use the fish pass (æ the,v have a high
probabili[.' of doing so, based on overseas researches), then ECNZ may be criticised
for doing too little. However the probablg costs for even modifing the existing
structure are likely to be so high that publication of these costs could allay public
criticism to a considerable extent.

At the rime of reconstruction. consideration hæ to be -eiven 
to designing in a simple

and effective cleaning system. If that is impossible then a new fish pass is required.

2. Construct a wider, lower gradient fish pass from the head of the existing fishpass.

out through the side of the weir and along the rocku'all to above the area where the

existing fish pass used to discharge. From this point the channel would continue

back upstream down the *'all of the stilling bæin to a point close to the radial arm

_sates. Gradient of the channel should remain constant throughout all these changes

in direction. Siting the entrance within the stilling basin pool would make the

entrance obvious to frsh'*'ithin the stilling bæin. after the gates had closed. This fish
pæs could be a Denil Lvpe or a "artificial-natural" stream type, using cobbles

imbedded into the bottom of the channel to brake \4'ater flows and thus allow small
fîsh to move upstream. This ne$' exposed frsh pæs would be easier to maintain and

should allori a range of native fishes plus small rout to move upstream (Fig l0).
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The advantages of this option a¡e that a lorv gradient Denil-type fish pass can allow a

wide range of firh.r upstream. including small. rveak swimming species (Sato 1990).

Fig I l. shon,s what the baffle layout in a Denil-r,vpe fish pass looks like. One

advantage of the Denil design is that they are relatively insensitive to variations in

head. Another feature is that vertical velocity profiles decrease toward the bottom

(Katipodis 1990). Small. weak swimming frsh can move upstream in this zone. A

cobbie lined'a¡tificial-natural" channel offers frsh an infinite range of variations in

water velocitv. Studies overseas (Lonnebjerg 1990) have shown that a range of
weatily swimming fish will also use this tvpe of frsh pæs. ln contrast, these fish

would not use more standard designs, based upon engineered flumes with highly

effrcient baffles at intervals, where there are great changes in water velocity over short

distances. if it really was the poor swimming ability of brown trout which prevented

them from successfully negotiating the former frsh pass then this more natural

structure may have greater success. ln addition it can be expected that small native

fish will frnd it much easier to make passage within the boundary' layer presented by

the cobble substrate. A gradient in the range of 30-100 is required to maintain

sufücientl¡- low water velocities for small frsh in an "artificial-natural" stream

channel.

Maintenance would also be easier owing to the open form of the new channel. If it is
quick and relativelf inexpensive to jet out accumulated silt then it is more likely to

hupp.n. The existing exit from the frsh pass q'hich has airead-"- been pierced through

the weir could also be used.

If the public can observe the fish pass working then a favorable impression is given.

periods when the fish pass requires maintenance are also likely to be reported.

As fo¡ option 1, one disadvantage of option 2 is that the entrance structure, set along

the wall of the stilling basin. would be vulnerable to damage or even complete loss

during flood events:

3. Divert the compensation flolv over the overflow weir, adjacent to the right bank

abutment of the control gate stmcture. This flou'would then flow around the tip of
this structure to discharge into the lower end of the stilling basin pool. A Denil type

fish pæs would then be built to zigzagup the right bank abutment to intersect with

the fish pass resting-chamber of the existing fish pass (Fi-s 12).

The advantages of this option are that fish pass would be protected from flood flow

damage, apart from floods suffrcient to overtop the overflow weir. Diverting the

.o¡¡¡pénruiion flow a¡ound to the stilling basin should attract fish into this substantial

flow of water and concentrate them at the entrance to the fish pass, An accessible

fish pass should be eæier to maintain.

The disadvantages of this option are that there is inadequate space for a very low

gradient fìsh pæs. There could also be significant costs for providing secure

ioundations for a fish pass on the riprap sides of the abutment. Construction of a

compensation flow structure designed to deliver a constant flow from a varying head

will be diftrcult (read costly) over the weir crest.
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4. Divert the compensation flo$'over the overflow weir on the right bank side' The

a water deflector to protect a Denil type

eir. At low river levels, fish u'ould swim

p. attracted by the compensation flow
ould encounter the fish pass entrance and

ompensation flow a¡ound the tip of the

right bank abutment of the control gate structure would allow fish to move out from

th-e stilling basin pool and up to the f,rsh pass at all rive¡ levels (Fig 13)'

The advantages of this option are that fish would enter the upper river well away from

the flow tirrouE the contol gates. which could perhaps sv/eep weak swimmers back

downstream iflthe gates *.r. op.n.d at the time. Fish attracted into and confined

within the channel ?ormed by the hydrautic jump would also easily locate the

entrance to the fish Pass.

The disadvantages of this option are that fish may be vulnerable to predation or

poaching while confined within the channel. In addition. construction of a

io.p.niurion flow structure desiged to deliver a constant flow with a va*ing head

may be diff,rcult (and expensive) over the weir crest'

5. Construct a dedicated channel to take the full compensation flow on the true right

banli of the Weir. Use a veloci¡'ba¡rier (effective at all flows), below the bridge to

divert frsh into this channel (Fig 1a).

The advantages of this option are that: The gradient from the top of the weir down to

a likely discharge point would be considerably pass or

for any'propor.d modifrcation of the frsh pæs' ties down

the chan¡rei will be relatively tow þanicularly er tlpe

fish pass). This implies thai the mitabolic cos pass will

be reduced. If the inh.r.nt difüculty and energetic cost of making passa-se is what

detened brown trout from using the existing Borda orifice design then this particular

problem will be minimised in this low gradient channel. If the fish pass is a natural

part of the channel assigned to carry a compensation flow then it is more likely the

it o.tot. will receive ongoing anention and maintenance.

Disadvantages of this option are that a compensation flow Structure to cope with the

varying water levels Uetrin¿ the weir, and still allow fish passage, will have to be both

complãx and expensive. In addition frsh have to be convinced to move up the

.orp.nrution fl-ow channel. It must be borne in mind that the recession phase of

flood flows down the Waiau Rive¡ are considered to be the main period when fish

tend to move upstream. The volume of water discharged through the control gates at

these times is likely to orders of magnitude geater than any flow down a dedicated

compensation flow channel. Therefore fish will tend to swim right past the entrance

to the fish pæs and will concentrate at the bæe of the control gates æ formerly' And

the probability that they will move back lownsûeam to find the fish pass channel will

be low.
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The response to this rather obvious problem is to build some t)?e of velociry ba¡rier
to prevent fish from moving upstream to the control gates. This will be an expensive

and difücult tæk. The volumes of water discharged down the channel during times

of flood are huge, with an enorrnous erosive power. Even if a velocit-v ba¡rier was

designed for normal flows it is likely to be undercut and destroyed by flood flows. To
desi_en and construct a velociqv ba¡rier intended to function at the full range of flood
flou's is likely to well exceed the cost of actuall-v constructing the compensation flow
channel.

6. Observations of flows beneath the control 
-sates 

at Mararoa Weir on the recession

phase of a flood showed that there \r/as a clear space beneath the bottom of the gates

and the water (Fig 15). The level differential between the upstream and downstream
water surfaces at this time was not great and it was considered that mature trout
should then be able to swim through the weir. If most trout migration is on the

recession phase of a flood then it may be possible to manipulate gate settings so that

fish can get past the weir at these times. At the recession phase of a flood a dirly
Mara¡oa River may be left to flow down the Waiau for quite lengfh.v periods. This

flor¡'could perhaps be tapered offin a manne¡ to allow trout passage. A study of the

frequency with which water is spilled from Maræoa Weir (Riddell 1993) showed that
over a 14 year period u/ater u'as spilled for 35o/o of the time. In four years. u'ater was

spilled for more than 50% of the time. For 66Yo of the time the weir was spilling, less

than 10m3/sec r¡/as being spilt.

An examination of flow records for Mararoa Weir for the months of Ma1'June and

Jul."- @iddell 1993), when trout can be expected to migrate upstream, shon'ed that
about 4 spills can be anticipated over those months. every year. It may'be possible

that trout can get past the wei¡ now. \f ith some anention to detail, the u-indow of
oppornrnity could be widened signif,rcantly.

Of course the ultimate option would be to construct a second weir on the Manapouri
side of the present weir. Such a lock ¿urangement would allo\a' a essentialll'zero head

discharge from the Mararoa River. allowing the full range of fish to swim past the

weir. Shutting the Mararoa Weir and opening the second weir would then allow fish
to move downstream to the lakes. Loss of clear Manapouri water while spilling dirf,""

Ma¡a¡oa water could also be avoided. Unforn¡nately economics are likell'to rule this

concept out at an early stage.

7. A¡ alternative system for compensation flows. The simplest option for providing
a compensation flow would be to set one of the radial arm gates so that it delivered
the required flow. In practice this may be diffrcult to achieve with-any degree of
precision and a smaller, more precise structure may be required. This structure could
be designed to provide an attractant flow to the fish pass entrance so that it also

assists upstream fish passage at the same time. What is envisaged is a small radial
arm gate set into the closest gate to the fTsh pass entrance. This radial arm gate could
be automated to release a precise compensation flow through the full range of lake
levels (Figs 9&10).
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Fig 15. Recession phase of a flood at the Mararoa \{eir. Note that the gates are

clear of the water and that a relatively low head of water is presenl .A.dult

trout should be able to swim through the gates at this time.
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The advantage of this compensation flou'option is that provision of a compensation

flow from the gates would be considerably cheaper than constructing a dedicated

channel, breaching the rveir etc. If the sate \4'as cable-driven then raising the main

gate would automaticalll'close the compensation flow gate. As the gate twas then

iowered back into posirion, the cables of the compensation flou'gate would talie up

the slack and the compensation flow would automatically be restored'

The disadvantages of this option are that care would be needed to ensure that the

correct flow pattern ** s.iup in the stilling basin. When the,v reach the velociry

barrier forme¿ by the florv diicharging through the compensation flow gate, fish must

be att¡acted into the alternative of the fish pass entrance,. It is envisaged that a flow

discharging at the stilling basin water su for the fish

than a glate which dischÃged at the bæe Problems of

erosion of the base of the lti[ing basin cau scharge would

also be less for a surface discharge. Costs for replacing one of the radial ¿um gates

with a gate frtted with a port, rails etc., could be significant. An altemative for

reducing this cost would be to schedule work for a period when the gates were opened

and to attach a prefabricated compensation flow gate to the existing gate when it is

lifted clear of the water:

CONCLUSIONS

It is obviousl_v necessary to provide passage for some species of fish over the Mararoa

Weir. However it is a dim*lt probiem to provide the variables of flou'and attraction

flow that the full range of speciäs that auempt to migrate over the u'eir will respond

to. Elvers, lampre,vs and other native fish can be considered weak srvimmers, trout

are large strongfis'h. Bæed on previous experience the most intractable species wili

be brown trout. As adult trout are powerful swimmers and jumpers, some attention to

gate Settings may increæe the chances of trout simply swimming past the weir on the

declining phase of a flood flow.

ln terms of cost-effectiveness, the most practical option for providing fish passage

and a compensation flon'that will also assist with fish passage, will probably be a

dedicated òompensation flow port on the radial gate adjacent to the fish pæs

entrance. Some stud,v is needåd to ensure that the correct flow panern is presented'

one that directs frsh into a frshpæs entrance æ they move upstream- attracted toward

the compensation flou'. A weli desiged fish pass entrance attached to the side of the

stilling bæin wingwall could be effective for attaining this goal.

There are a range of frsh pass designs which could be built over the weir. lt is likell'

to be more cost-effectiçe ìo utilise the existing fish pass exit which hæ alread.v been

pierced through the weir. Therefore, alternatives include making the existing fish

p*, rnor. efféctive and easier to maintain. or building a ner'¡i pass to bypass

inaccessible sections of the fish pass. An open channel around the present wing wall

could be jetted free of sediment ât intervals using a truck mounted \^'ater blaster. But

ideall,"- ttre frsn pæs should be designed so that it does not need cleaning, or it can be

cleaned by one man turning a valve
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The frsh pass exit into the river above the n'eir must also present fish with an area of
relatively lorv water velocities as they leave the fish pass. The effect of water

entrained into the compensation stream must be considered at the exit area. It would

be futile to attract fish up the fish pass at considerable expense and foregone

electricitl'generation, only to flush them back downstream immediately. Extending

rhe entrance with a large diameter pipe directed towa¡d the overflow weir is one

approach. Raising the pipe so that it takes water from the surface layers may also

help to reduce the intake of gravel.

RTCOÙTNTENDATIONS

Without access to costings and engineerin*e expertise on the feæibility of these

suggestions, it is difücult to recommend anl'one option over anothe¡. However my
preference would be for a combination of a Denil fishway fitted onto the existing
fishpass enrrance (or perhaps let into part of the fish pass) and led around the right
win-s\a,all at a slope of between 50-100. This fish pæs would need to extend around

the lvingrxall to an entrance in the scour pool, below the gates and upstream of the

accumulation of gravels in the stilling basin. Although Borda orifices can cope with
variations in head level, the Denil portion of the fish pass will have to be sufficiently
deep to allo'*'for variations in head (Relative insensitivitv to head is one of the

advantages of this design).

Silt ingress into the fish pass could be reduced b1'extending the entrance up into the

water column. Water velocitl' declines with depth in a Denil fishway. Placing lar-ee

stones in the bottom between the baffles u'ill further help create the static boundar,v

layers needed for the passage of elvers and small frsh. Passing the proposed

compensation flow through a port on the right hand gate would provide an attraction

flow to the entrance of this fish pass.

i see the major problem being secure frxing of the fishway where it extends into the

stilling basin. If it could be housed inside the wingwall structure on this return, then

it ma1'be more secure. But maintenance could become diffrcult, as for the present

design. if the pass wæ housed in this way.

A fish pass is likely to be necessary for eels and lamprey. Trout a¡e much more
powerful swimmers. The possibility of simply allowing adult trout to swim past the

weir at times when the spill is 10m3/sec or less should be considered.
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